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ABSTRACT 

This thesis introduces an orienting mechanism and control system for the purpose of eye tonometry. 

The design is based on a 3RRR spherical parallel manipulator architecture. The end-effector is 

mounted with a triad of force sensing elements. Presented in this paper is a unique approach to 

force control based on an artificial neural network. The mechanism generates movements to collect 

data about its tactile environment ultimately generating a path to the force sensors’ equilibrium 

point.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION            

 

Today’s most advanced manipulation systems are predominantly focusing on vision 

approaches for the handling of objects [1]. As an example, research is being conducted at the 

Control and Robotics (CoRo) Lab in Montreal, Canada which attempts to develop tactile feedback 

end-effectors (Figure 1) to complement computer vision tools. Thus, for future systems, a hybrid 

approach combining both can greatly improve the control performance for the purpose of 

manipulation.    

 

Figure 1 - Robotiq end effector with tactile sensors 

 

This work will focus primarily on a tactile manipulator. Among the many applications 

encountered by robots which could greatly benefit from tactile feedback is the field of automated 

surgical systems. It is burgeoning with applications requiring to mimic human doctors’ movement. A 

famous surgical system with these capabilities is the daVinci robot designed by Intuitive Surgical 

(figure 2). 
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Figure 2 - Da Vinci Surgical Robot 

 

Smaller and less bulky devices are also being developed and this thesis explores the specific 

application for glaucoma. This condition is associated with elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). The 

device presented in [3] is a handheld tonometer to be used for at-home evaluation of the condition. 

The tonometer can measure eye pressure using 3 force sensors surrounding a central sensor (Figure 

3). A simplified picture of this device shown in Figure 4 identify the concept.   

 

Figure 3 - Tonometer force sensing layout 
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Figure 4 - Force applied to probes contacting surface. 

 

The difficulty with this current measurement system lies in its ability to equalize the 3 peripheral 

force sensors within 0.02N in order to get the relationship shown: 

 

Figure 5 - IOP peripheral sensors (abscissa) central force reading (ordinate) 

 

A preliminary solution to this issue is presented in Figure 6. If the eye is assumed to be a sphere, 

the peripheral forces equate when the imaginary axis passing through the center of the device 

become congruent to the center of the eye. This is accomplished by having an imaginary spherical 

joint (pure rotation about 3 axes) at the point of contact of the central force sensor.  
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Figure 6 - A 2D Representation of an actuated ball joint to rotate about point of contact 

 

Further characterizing the problem, the mechanism chosen would need to have the following 

properties:  

 The central force sensor acts as a spherical joint 

 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) could be sufficient for tonometry but bulges of the cornea 

might need to be avoided in order to get a measurement increasing the number of DOF’s to 

3. This also allows for more versatility and adaptability to other applications. 

 This mechanism will eventually be hand-held requiring it to fit comfortably in the palm of 

the hand. A bulb like shape surrounding the spherical mechanism would be ergonomic 

(Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 - Mechanism enclosed in ergonomic bulb 
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Top candidates for such an application are parallel manipulators which have been shown in 

the literature to produce pure rotation about a point [4][5]. The two potential architecture chosen for 

this project are presented in chapter 2.  The Agile Eye spherical parallel manipulator (SPM) [5] was 

eventually chosen due to its simple modelling and fabrication characteristics. Angles between the 

joints and links characterize the mechanism and are easily obtained. Furthermore, geometry of the 

links make the device easy to manufacture.  

Once the mechanism chosen, the control system needed to be determined. A neural network 

(NN) able to produce path planning trajectories was chosen. It offers a new approach to the 

problem of force control through path planning. This is done by having the robot generating a set of 

movements which it associates with the sensed values. Neural networks are now popular in the field 

of data processing and data mining with large companies such as Google making use of this 

powerful tool to sort through data. A challenge neural networks have faced in making their 

integration into industry is that traditional controllers such as PID are easier to understand and 

implement. As the workforce becomes more familiar with the theory behind neural networks, it is 

possible their integration and usefulness might finally come to fruition in the robotics field. 
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CHAPTER 2  
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 PARALLEL MECHANISM ARCHITECTURES 

In order to create rotary motion with three degrees of freedom about a single point, various 

parallel manipulators were investigated. Typically, robotic linkages are a series of open loop rigid 

bodies connected to the previous body in the chain by one degree of freedom. Parallel mechanisms 

have multiple closed loop kinematic chains making up the mechanism. A more thorough definition 

is quoted here: 

“A parallel robot is made up of an end-effector with n degrees of freedom, and of a fixed base, linked together by 

at least two independent kinematic chains. Actuation takes place through n simple actuators.” (Merlet, 2000, p. 9).  

The parallel type of robotic mechanism has a few advantages over classical robots.  These are listed 

from [4] and recapitulated here in the following bullet points: 

 The load is partitioned across the chains causing less flexure and thus there is less error in 

the final position of the end-effector.  

 Errors in measurements of the length of the links only slightly affect the overall position of 

the end-effector. 
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The typical fourbar kinematic chain is presented in Figure 8 along with its analogous structure in 

the form of spherical links. For the fourbar mechanism, the 3 links’ position and rotation in space 

are dependent on the crank angle 𝛉. Similarly for the spherical fourbar, the links translation and 

rotation on the 2-dimensional surface defined by the sphere are contingent on 𝛉.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Fourbar and spherical fourbar 

 

Three degrees of freedom parallel wrists composed of 3 kinematic chains in Merlet’s book 

[4] provides a comprehensive overview of these of mechanisms. The motion for the first type of 

architecture chosen can be explained by the intersection principle. It is the ability to generate rotation 

about a point using actuators with axes intersecting with the mast axis in (Figure 10). In other words, 

the three actuators can produce motion about a central point through the congruent axes of the 

motors and mast. The first iteration of the mechanism (Figure 9) was based an ankle rehabilitation 

device [6] with the same kind of architecture. More specifically, this is a 3-RSS/S architecture 

because it is composed of 3 kinematic chains. Each chain possesses an actuator as a revolute joint 

(R), a link joining the motors links and the end-effector with 2 spherical joints (SS) and finally, the 

passive spherical joint  common to all chains (/S) (Figure 10).  As opposed to the ankle 
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rehabilitation mechanism, this device emulates the passive joint on the central mast by placing the 

end effector on a ball and roller joint held down by a spring (Figure 11).   

 

Figure 9 - First iteration of device 

 

 

Figure 10 - Graphical representation of the parallel mechanism 
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Although the concept seemed appealing at first, it was discarded because of the following 

difficulties:  

 Standard ball joints used were loose in their sockets and caused vibrations.  

 Motors and provided plastic links experienced flexure.  

 Complexity in modeling due to the multiple lengths needed to be taken into account. 

 Numerous measurements which are prone to error. 

 Flexure and breakage in some of the printed parts. 

 Issues vectoring the right amount of force from the spring to keep the end-effector aligned 

with the passive joint. (Figure 11) 

 

Figure 11 - Spring holding down ball and roller 

 

Merlet discusses parallel mechanisms which can replace the 3 chains from the first type 

architecture with 3 chains composed of spherical links. The passive spherical joint needed to realize 

the previously discussed mechanisms can be bypassed through the use of 6 revolute joints (3 of 

which are actuated) with their axes congruent to where the passive joint would normally reside. 

There are 3 revolute joints per loop creating the architecture type known as 3RRR. The second 

iteration based on the 3RRR architecture is shown in (Figure 12).  Such mechanism coined “Agile 

Eye” was presented and thoroughly investigated by Gosselin [5]. 
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Figure 12 - SPM platform (without mounted tonometer) 

 

2.2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM  
 

This first iteration of the mechanism in figures 9 and 10 had 3 degrees of freedom according to 

the Kutzbach mobility equation [7]. The Kutzbach mobility equation uses the following parameters 

to determine total degrees of freedom of the system:   

 M is the mobility (in other words, the system’s total DOF) 

 N is the total number of links (each have 6 DOF’s) 

 𝑎1 is the number of one DOF joints (removes 5 DOF’s) 

 𝑎3 is the number of 3 DOF joints (removes 3 DOF’s) 

 𝑎5is the number of 5 DOF joints (removes 1 DOF) 

𝑀 = 𝑁 ∗ (6) − 𝑎1 ∗ (5) − 𝑎5 ∗ (1) − 𝑎3 ∗ (3) = 3        (2.2.1) 

𝑀 = 4 ∗ (6) − 3 ∗ (5) − 3 ∗ (1) − 1 ∗ (3) = 24 − 21 = 3    (2.2.2) 
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Alternatively, for the second iteration using the Agile Eye architecture, it is possible to find the 

number of degrees of freedom via a 3x3 Jacobian [5]. Each leg of the mechanism is composed of 3 

revolute joints with each joint having a unit vector along the rotation axis:  

 

Figure 13 - SPM unit vectors 

 

To map the actuator rates by the vector  �̇� to the end-effector’s angular velocity 𝛚 we can 

define the mapping between the actuator rates and angular velocity through the kinematic Jacobian, J 

as:  

𝐉�̇� = 𝛚      (2.2.3) 

Since translation is not considered in this mechanism, only the angular velocities need to be taken 

into account. The nullity of this matrix is 3 and thus, has 3 degrees of freedom. The derivation of 

the Jacobian is further discussed in section 2.3. 

     (2.2.4) 
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2.3 3RRR SPM KINEMATICS 

The spherical robotic wrist presented in figure 12 and 13 is a wrist composed of 3 kinematic 

chains with unit vectors representing the revolute joints. These revolute joint axes converge to the 

same point. This point is the center of rotation of the unit vectors. Figure 14 shows this mechanism 

broken down into a single leg for any of the 3 legs represented with the parameters and variables of 

index 𝑖=1, 2, 3. The global coordinate frame is at the base (x-y-z) while the local coordinate system 

is fixed to the end-effector and is the same as the global before rotations are performed.  

   

Figure 14 - A single leg of the SPM 

 

The vectors at the base of the device are represent by 𝐮i take on the following values in the global 

coordinate frame:  

𝐮𝟏 = {

−
1

2
 

0

 
√3

2

}  𝐮𝟐 = 

{
 
 

 
 

1

4

√3

4

 
√3

2 }
 
 

 
 

  𝐮𝟑 = 

{
 
 

 
 

−

1

4

√3

4

 
√3

2 }
 
 

 
 

     (2.3.1) 

Essentially, the vector 𝐮i aligns with an axis joining the base’s actuator and the center of rotation 

with a 60o from the x-y plane. Furthermore the angle γi is defined as the spacing of the actuators 

from the clockwise rotation about the z-axis 
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Figure 15 - Placement of the actuators in x-y plane 

γ1 = 0𝑜 γ2 = −120
𝑜 γ3 = −240

𝑜 

The end effector joints are described by the 𝐯𝐢 vectors. The intermediate joint represented by the 𝐰𝐢 

vectors joins the base vectors with the 𝐯𝐢  with spherical links of angle α. 

The rotation sequence describing the attitude of the end-effector is performed about the z-axis by 

some preliminary angle Ωz, then the intermediate x-axis by an angle Ωx followed by a rotation about 

the local y-axis Ωy as described in the pictorial below:   

 

Figure 16 - Rotation sequence 

This rotation sequence was chosen due to the position of the sensors which are spread evenly from 

each other (in a similar fashion to the motors see figure 15) with the 2nd sensor aligning with the x 

axis. The force can be equalized by a combination of rotations first about the x’’-axis then the y’’’-

axis. 
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 The  𝐯𝐢 vectors can be described from the local frame to the global frame in terms of the following 

rotation matrices:  

𝐀z0 = [
cos(Ωz) −sin (Ωz) 0

sin (Ωz) cos  (Ωz) 0
0 0  1

]     (2.3.2) 

𝐀x = [

1 0 0
0 cos(Ωx) −sin (Ωx)

0 sin (Ωx) cos(Ωx) 
]     (2.3.3) 

𝐀y = [

cos(Ωy) 0 sin (Ωy)

0 1 0
−sin (Ωy) 0 cos(Ωy)  

]     (2.3.4) 

The base vectors are the same as the end-effector’s reference frame vectors. Thus, the value of the 

base vector can be used as follows:  

𝐯𝐢 = 𝐀z0𝐀x𝐀y𝐮i = 𝐀𝐮i    (2.3.5) 

The rotation matrix A can also be derived from a set of Euler parameters [8]:  

   𝐩 = {e0, 𝐞
𝐓}T = {cos

Ω

2
 , sin

Ω

2
 𝐤𝐓}

T

     (2.3.6) 

which represents the orientation of the end-effector at any instant by a single rotation about an axis 

𝐤 by an angle Ω. Using the following relationship summarized here from [8]: 

                              𝐀 = [−𝐞, �̃� + e0𝐈] [
−𝐞𝐓

𝐞 + e0𝐈
]    (2.3.7) 

Where �̃� is the skew symmetric matrix made using the elements of = {e1, e2, e3}
T :  

�̃� = [
0 −e3 e2
e3 0 e1
−e2 −e1 0

]       (2.3.8) 
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Having identified the equation necessary to describe the end effector, the actuator angles are 

then described in order to find the overall relationship between the two. Starting with the 

intermediate joint vectors 𝐰𝐢 relationship to the motors rotation angle θi about their shaft axes the 

following form is obtained (appendix A.1):    

𝐰𝒊 =

{
 
 

 
 −

1

2
cos(α)cos(γi) +  cos(θi)sin(α)sin(γi) −

√3

2
 cos(γi) sin(α) sin(θi)

−
√3

2
  sin(α)sin(γi)sin(θi) −   sin(α)cos(γi)cos(θi) −

1

2
cos(α) sin(γi)

√3 

2
  cos(α) −

1

2
sin(α) sin(θi) }

 
 

 
 

  (2.3.9) 

The relationship between the end effector’s unit vectors and the intermediate vectors can be 

described by the constraints [5]:  

𝐰i
𝐓𝐯i = cos (α)     (2.3.10) 

Knowing the orientation of the device, it is possible to solve for the motor angles by using the 

traditional tangent-half inverse kinematics method [5] described with the following relations:  

cos(θi) =
1−Ti

2

1+Ti
2  sin(θi ) =

2Ti

1+Ti
2  tan (

θi

2
) = Ti  (2.3.11) 

       AiTi
2 + 2BiTi + Ci = 0    (2.3.12) 

The quadratic equation’s coefficients are:  

Ai = (
√3

2
vi3 −

1

2
(cos(γi)vi1 + sin(γi)vi2) − 1) cos(α) + (cos(γi)vi2 − sin(γi)vi1)sin(α)   (2.3.13) 

Bi = sin(𝛼) (−
√3

2
(cos(γi) vi1 + sin(γi) vi2) −

1

2
vi3)   (2.3.14) 

Ci = (
√3

2
vi3 −

1

2
(cos(γi)vi1 + sin(γi)vi2) − 1) cos(α) − (cos(γi)vi2 − sin(γi)vi1)sin(α)  (2.3.15) 
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Furthermore, the relationship of the rate of change of the actuators, �̇�  in terms of the end-

effector’s angular velocity 𝛚 can now be represented via the 3x3 kinematic Jacobian J [5]:  

        𝐉𝛚 = �̇�     (2.3.16) 

Which is derived from the constraint equation (2.3.10) by taking its derivative [4]:  

�̇�𝐢
𝐓𝐯i +𝐰i

𝐓�̇�𝐢 = 0    (2.3.17) 

The intermediate vectors’ velocities are dependent on the motor angles and can be represented by 

the following equations by taking derivative of 𝐰𝐢 (2.3.9) with respect to time and dividing by the 

motor rate:  

1

θ̇i
�̇�𝐢 =

{
 
 

 
 −sin(θi)sin(α)sin(γi) −

√3

2
 cos(γi) sin(α)cos(θi)

−
√3

2
  sin(α)sin(γi)cos(θi) +   sin(α)cos(γi)sin(θi) −

1

2
cos(α) sin(γi)

1

2
sin(α) cos(θi) }

 
 

 
 

 (2.3.18) 

Which can also be described by the following cross product [5]:  

1

θ̇i
�̇�i = 𝐮i ×𝐰i    (2.3.19) 

Each row of the Jacobian 𝐉 is derived by solving for θ̇i in equation after substituting results in 

equation (2.3.17) and using the well-known relationship �̇�i = 𝛚 × 𝐯i . The angular velocity of the 

end-effector in terms of the rotation sequence 𝐀: 

𝛚 = {

(cos(Ωz) + sin(Ωz)sin(Ωx))Ω̇x − sin(Ωz)cos(Ωx)Ω̇y

(sin(Ωz) − cos(Ωz)sin(Ωx))Ω̇x + cos(Ωz)cos(Ωx)Ω̇y

cos(Ωx)Ω̇x + sin(Ωx)Ω̇y

}  (2.3.20) 

𝐉𝐢 = [
(𝐰i×𝐯i)

(𝐮i×𝐰i)∙𝐯i
]
T

    (2.3.21) 
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𝐉 = [

𝐉1
𝐉2
𝐉3

]     (2.3.22) 

The Jacobian of a manipulator is useful for multiple robotic chains characteristics. In 

addition to velocity mapping, one can determine the forces between the joints through the use of 

Lagrange multiplier [9] as well as determining its singularities. Singularities determine the robot’s 

range of motion and need to be considered in this application.  

For SPM’s there are 3 types of singularities [4] that can be derived from the relation in equation 

2.3.20 when either det(J) = 0 or det(J) ∞. 

 The first type, (𝐮𝐢 ×𝐰𝐢) ∙ 𝐯𝐢 = 0, det(J) ∞ occurs when the 3 unit vectors of index 𝐢 are 

coplanar. In other words, when a leg (or multiple legs) is fully extended.  

 The second case is caused when the link between 𝐮𝐢 and 𝐯𝐢 is in plane with the end-effector. 

This occurs when det(J) = 0 

 Finally, the third type of singularities occur when 𝐮𝐢 and 𝐯𝐢 are parallel. In this configuration 

the actuator  i is unable to affect the orientation of the end effector.  

 

Figure 17 - a) First type of singularity b) Third type of singularity  
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The configuration of the design for this project does not allow for the second condition of 

singularity because the revolute joints on the end-effector are at a 60o from the x-y plane. Also, the 

first type of singularity can be problematic as the joints might collide with the base of the SPM. 

Finally, the third type will not allow for any rotation to take place if any of the base vectors are 

parallel to any of the end-effector’s vectors.  

2.4 SELF-ORGANIZING BODY SCHEMA  

 
The current system does not have the ability to control the torques as a classical approach 

might require but the positions of the actuators can be commanded. It is possible then, to instead 

create a path planning algorithm using the sensory space. A proposed method to use a neural 

network to map the sensory space to the joint space was presented by Morasso [10]. This strategy 

avoids computing the kinematic Jacobian and uses a training set of joint angles and measured forces. 

For tonometry, surgery, and a number of non-medical applications requiring manipulation, adapting 

to the different shapes and the varying responses of different materials is key to the versatility and 

reusability of an end-effector. This also enables to save time because the mechanism does not need 

to be modelled.  

The SPM imposes complexity on equalizing the force due to the non-linear mapping 

between the orientation of the device and the motor angles. In order to plan a path, the mechanism 

can instead be trained to learn certain patterns based on its joint space (also known as the 

configuration space) and reading from the force sensor. In other words, the joint space is mapped to 

the sensory space via a learning process known as Self-Organizing Body Schema or SO-BoS.  

The joint space is represented with the vector of actuated joint angles:  

𝛉 = {θ1, θ2, θ3}     (2.4.1) 
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While the sensory space is described with the 𝐅 vector:  

𝐅 = {F1, F2, F3}     (2.4.2) 

The input elements is the joint space 𝛉 fed through a single layer neural field, B as presented in 

figure 18. There are M processing elements (PE’s) (also referred to as neurons) operating on an N-

dimensional pattern vector, and the activation function for each of these processing elements is:  

Uj(𝛉) =
G(‖𝛉−�̅�j‖)

∑ G(‖𝛉−�̅�k‖)k
     (2.4.3) 

Where G(.) is the softmax function (or normalized Gaussian function), a type of basis function 

commonly used in Neural Networks: 

G(‖𝛉 − �̅�j‖) = 𝑒
−
||𝛉−�̅�j||

2

𝜎2       (2.4.4) 

 

Figure 18 - Angle set activating neurons 
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Figure 19 – Using neural field output to map forces 

 

The input angle is approximately equal to the following sum: 

𝛉 ≈ ∑ �̅�𝐤k Uk(𝛉)     (2.4.5) 

Using this neural field, it is possible to define outputs (Figure 19). In the case of the SPM, the forces 

as a function of the motor angles are:  

𝐅(𝛉) ≈ ∑ �̅�kk Uk(𝛉)     (2.4.6) 

Essentially, when the network is trained, providing an input 𝛉 to the network, the closest preferred 

vector �̅�j also referred to as the angle weights, will have a higher activation level in Uj(𝛉). The PE’s in 

its neighborhood will be activated with a decreasing activation level with increasing distance. The 

associated response �̅�j is the set of force weights. The pair (�̅�j, �̅�j) is referred to as a body icon. These 

body icons are learned through the soft competitive learning rule [10]:  

�̅�j new = �̅�j old + Δ�̅�j      (2.4.7) 

 �̅�j new = �̅�j old + Δ�̅�j     (2.4.8) 

 Δ𝛉j = η1(𝛉 − �̅�j)Uj(𝛉)    (2.4.9) 

Δ𝐅j = η2(𝐅 − �̅�j)Uj(𝛉)     (2.4.10) 
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This is done by providing the network with a training set of vectors 𝛉 such that the body icons are 

updated for each data point. The data is passed through the network for a certain amount of training 

cycles where η1, η2, σ are decreased with each pass of the data set. During the learning procedure, 

the preferred vectors move the “centers” of the basis function into the optimal position and ultimately 

attempts to fit the function describing the system. The training vectors need to be spread evenly 

over the configuration space. In order to properly train the system, it is suggested to generate 

pseudorandom configurations as the “teaching function” which is the function that will provide 

enough information for the NN to map inputs and outputs. Figure 20 represents the training 

process’ block diagram.  The “teaching” function generates data points scattered in the range of 

interest of the configuration space. The mechanism outputs the force and the angle it was given by 

the teaching function and is processed by the NN learning algorithm. At the end of the learning 

process, the NN controller is ready to be used for path generation.  

 

Figure 20 - NN training block diagram 

2.5 PATH PLANNING 

In his paper, Morasso demonstrated the training of a 2-DOF robotic arm using SO-BoS by 

creating a set of 4000 pseudorandom postures and presenting this set 10 times to the network. The 

parameters are varied for the learning rates η1 and η2 from 0.3 to 0.05 and the basis variance  σ2 

from 0.2 to 0.04. Once the neural network is trained, a pseudo-potential (equation 2.6.1) is 

constructed. Its gradient defines the desired task space objective and produces an output rate when 
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fedback with the current time step’s joint coordinates. The target position in Cartesian coordinates is  

𝐱𝐝 and the sensed output position given a set of joint angles is 𝐱(𝛉).  

In the case of the SPM, the function will be defined in terms of the output force, i.e. the 

pseudo-potential field can be generated from the sensory vectors 𝐅 as a function of 𝛉. This method 

permits path planning of the mechanism.  

ξ(𝛉) = ∑ �̅�kk Uk(𝛉)     (2.5.1) 

Where the weights �̅�j are obtained from the preferred body icons after training.  Constructing a 

gradient descent search for the minima (or maxima in some cases) of the sensory space pseudo-

potential from equation (2.6.1), the motor rates take the following form: 

�̇� = −η3∇𝛏(θ) = η3∑ (𝛉 − �̅�k ) �̅�kk Uk(𝛉)   (2.5.2)  

And the control for the system in block diagram form is:  

 

Figure 21 - Control block diagram 

 

The function used in [10] to go to a desired target end-effector position is ξ(𝛉) =  ||𝐱𝐝 − 𝐱(𝛉)||
2. 

For the SPM two compelling choices are the quadratic function in equation 2.6.3 or the quartic 

function in equation 2.6.4:  

ξ(𝛉) = (F1(𝛉) − F2(𝛉))
2
+ (F1(𝛉) − F3(𝛉))

2
   (2.5.3) 

ξ(𝛉) = (F1(𝛉) − F2(𝛉))
4
+ (F1(𝛉) − F3(𝛉))

4
   (2.5.4) 
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Another advantage of tNN is also in their ability to avoid dangerous configurations. For example, 

the singularities discussed in section 2.3 can be avoided if a certain combination of angles are known 

to cause singularities 𝛉singular:  

ξrepulsive(𝛉) = −‖𝛉Singular − 𝛉‖
2
    (2.5.5) 

ξ(𝛉) = (F1(𝛉) − F2(𝛉))
2
+ (F1(𝛉) − F3(𝛉))

2
− ‖𝛉Singular − 𝛉‖

2
 (2.5.3) 

As a side note, the gradient descent method is used in optimization problems as well as 

Newton’s method to converge to a root of the objective function [11]. These problems are similar to 

the ones encountered here where it is desired to take a trajectory to the roots of the equation such as 

is the case with the quartic and quadratic equation. In the case of Newton’s method, the 

convergence is faster and could actually be applied here to find the change in angle of the motors for 

each time step using the following algorithm:  

𝚫𝛉 = −[∇𝛏(θ)]T[𝛏(𝛉)] = −[∑ (𝛉 − �̅�k ) �̅�kk Uk(𝛉)]
T
[∑  �̅�

kk Uk(𝛉)]  (2.5.4) 
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CHAPTER 3  
NUMERICAL VALIDATION 
 

3.1 FOURBAR SO-BoS AND CONTROL  

The algorithm developed in Matlab according to sections 2.5 and 2.6 was tested on a fourbar 

mechanism simulation in discrete time using Simulink. The fourbar mechanism is chosen because of 

its similarities with the SPM. In this case, there is a single kinematic chain and two forces measured. 

Rotating the crank compresses/relaxes forces applied to the driven link (L3 = ½ link3) simulating 

contact with an eye in the application of tonometry (figure 22). 

 

Figure 22 - Fourbar mechanism 

 

The parameters associated with figure 22 are presented in table 1. (Note the units of length and 

force are not specified.) 
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Table 1 – Fourbar parameters 

Parameter 
Name 

Parameter 
Value 

Description 

L0 25 Un-stretched spring length  

𝐋𝟏 2.5 Length of link 1  

𝐋𝟐 4 Length of link 2 

𝐋𝟑 3 Length of link 3 

P1 {0; 0.5} Coordinates of first ground joint 
P2 {0; 20} Coordinates of second ground joint 
P3 {4 ; 0} Coordinates of the grounded spring 
K 1 Spring constants (force units/length units) 

 

The vectors along links 1 and 3 with magnitudes equal to their respective lengths are represented by: 

                   𝐫𝟏 = {
L1 sin θ
L1cosθ

}   𝐫𝟑 = {
L3sinΩ
L3cosΩ

}     (3.1.1) 

Where θ is the crank’s rotation angle with respect to the vertical, and Ω is the third link’s rotation 

angle about the vertical. 

The vector 𝐋𝟐 along the second link defined from the third to the first link is:  

𝐋𝟐 = 𝐏𝟏 + 𝐫𝟏 − 𝐏𝟐 − 𝐫𝟑     (3.1.2) 

The kinematic constraint on the system and its derivative are represented by 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 

respectively:  

𝐋2
T𝐋2 = L2

2       (3.1.3) 

�̇�2
T𝐋2 = 0      (3.1.4) 

The angular velocity of the third link with respect to the crank’s angular velocity can be mapped 

using equation 3.1.5 after having substituted 3.1.2 into 3.1.4 and solving for Ω̇.   
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                 Ω̇ =
𝐫𝟏
𝐓 (𝐏𝟏−𝐏𝟐−𝐫𝟑)

𝐫𝟐
𝐓 (𝐏𝟏−𝐏𝟐+𝐫𝟏)

θ̇     (3.1.5) 

The system has a sample time of 0.04 seconds. A sine wave of amplitude 1 radians and period of 4 

seconds drives the crank shaft’s for 5 seconds and collects a total of 126 data points. These points 

are eventually used to train the NN. Table 2 represents the parameters used in the neural network 

for training. 

Table 2 – Fourbar NN parameters 

Name Value Description 

N 15 Number of neurons 
d 126 Number of training points 

η1 0.8 Learning rate for crank angle 

η2 0.8 Learning rate for forces 

η3 5 Gradient descent rate 

σ 0.1 Basis function radius 

C 1 Number of training cycles 
 

Random numbers between -1 and 1 are generated for the starting weights. Training the 

network through one cycle and running the training data through the trained neural network the plot 

in figure 23 show the fit from the NN output provided with its training input. The network is 

trained with an error range within ±0.1 force units and ±0.025 radians with the equilibrium at -8.72 

force units and 0 radians from the vertical for both crank and follower. The network is then 

configured with the learned weights and the quadratic objective function (equation 3.1.6): 
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Figure 23 - Neural Network fitting fourbar force curves 

 

ξ(θ) = (F1(θ) − F2(θ))
2
    (3.1.6) 

The results, as expected, converge to the equilibrium of -8.72 force units. Figure 24 presents 

the system subjected to various initial conditions (IC’s) and rates. The maximum error when 

converging to the equilibrium point was 0.04 force units. This discrepancy can be attributed to both 

the neural network training and the error from the propagation of solving for the angles every 0.04 

seconds, i.e. initial conditions away from the original simulation’s starting angle of 0o and taken at 

later times are prone to error from the simulation’s propagation. A first finding here is that the rate 

does not affect the steady state error. This is further discussed in section 3.3.  
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Figure 24 - Fourbar controller output 

 

3.2 REDUCED DOF SPM SO-BOS SIMULATION 

Knowing the neural network algorithm written for a simple fourbar model gave the 

appropriate results, it was subsequently tested on the more complex SPM model using 

SimMechanics. This model is set with a backward-Euler solver and a 0.001 seconds time step. Figure 

25 show the CAD model and Table 3 elaborates on the parameters and uses the same coordinate 

system presented in 2.3. 
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Figure 25 - SPM CAD model used in Simulink’s SimMechanics 

Table 3 – CAD SPM parameters 

Name Value Description 

R1 63.5 Outer link radius (mm) 
R2 76.2 Inner link radius (mm) 
P [0,0,100] Spring anchor position (mm) 

α 30 Spherical link arc (degrees) 

L0 50 Unstretched spring length (mm) 

K 10 Spring constant (N/mm) 
F0 2.614 Equilibrium spring force (N) 

S1,S2,S3 25 Radius sensors lie on (mm) 
 

In section 2.5 it was mentioned Morasso used a pseudorandom generation of the joint 

configurations. This needed to be considered for training the SPM as opposed to the single output 

case which can easily provide enough data points in the range of interest. This pseudorandom 

generation of points is critical for obtaining an appropriate, scattered training set in a higher 

dimension configuration space. Because a physical mechanism needs to move from one point to 

another in a certain amount of time, it is more practical and less time consuming to record data 
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while the SPM is moving. Thus, the network was trained in simulation using a sine wave of different 

frequencies but same amplitudes. The first motor is subjected to:  

 θ1 = 0.35 sin(4t)     (3.2.1) 

The second is subjected to:  

θ2 = 0.35 sin(0.5𝑡)     (3.2.2) 

The third motor is kept at rest in the 0o position which is indicated by the colored red leg in figure 

25. This movement was also checked to ensure it does not encounter any singularities in its vicinity. 

(see figure 26) by using equations 2.3.6 and 2.3.21 from the Euler parameters obtained during 

simulation. This training sequence enabled the sensors to get scattered data and resulted in 501 

training points which were presented to the network for training. Before the training is started, 

random numbers between -0.35 and 0.35 are generated for the preferred vectors. Similarly the 

weights of the forces are randomly generated between 2.4N and 2.8N. Figures 27 and 28 reveal the 

error as a function of training cycles and number of neurons. 20 cycles and 200 neurons were 

chosen to perform tests on the SimMechanics model.  
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Figure 26 - Checking for singularities near training sequence 

 

 

Figure 27 - Number of neurons effects on error 
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Figure 28 - Number of training cycles effects on error 

 

Table 4 – 2DOF Training Parameters  

Name Value Description 

d 501 Number of training points 

η1 0.9-0.045 Learning rate range for angles 

η2 0.9-0.045 Learning rate range for forces 

σ 1-0.05 Basis function radius range 

C 20 Number of training cycles 
N 200 Number of neurons 

Defining the objective function for this simulation as:  

ξ(𝛉) = (100F1(𝛉) − 100F2(𝛉))
2
+ (100F1(𝛉) − 100F3(𝛉))

2
   (3.2.2) 
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Figure 29 - Pseudopotential example with 100 Neurons 

The surface plots and contour plots in figure 29 are the output of the mechanism (in terms 

of the objective function) compared to the output of the neural network after training revealing the 

approximated function. For 200 PE’s it was found the minima was at θ1 = 0.0235 radians and θ2=-

0.00294 radians using the final variance from the training. This would actually be within a 1.8o step 

error of a commercial stepper motor error.  It is also important to note the variance used in making 

the plot in figure 29 will not be the same used for locating the minima of the pseudopotential 

potential field with the weight vectors �̅�. Locating the equilibrium in the path planning loop takes 

different values of variance and increasing it actually improves performance as will be shown in 

section 3.3. 
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3.3 REDUCED DOF SPM CONTROL 

The trained NN was used as the controller, setting equation 3.2.2 as the objective function. 

The simulation was ran in discrete time. The sample time T of the system is 0.08 seconds. Figure 30 

represents the block diagram modeled in accordance to the settings which were used on the 

microcontroller. The motors selected and presented in section 4.1 have a stepping angle of 1.8o, 

because they are set at half step the angle, change in the shaft’s position for each pulse input is 0.9o. 

The frequency 𝑓 (in Hz) or pulses sent to the motors are related to the angular velocity through the 

relationship θ̇ = Δθstep𝑓.  In the frequency domain, this integrating operation would take the form 

of the transfer function 
0.9

𝑠
 . The discrete equivalent of this transfer function for integration is 

0.9 𝑇𝑠

𝑧−1
.  

 

Figure 30 - Discrete NN controller block diagram  

The performance of three tests with varying radial variances was tested with 200 neurons 

and 20 training cycles. A gradient descent rate of 5 was used for all trials. The effects of the final 

behavior of the mechanism given the rate of descent is further expanded upon in this section.  

Figure 31 provides a graphical representation of the movement of the angle values when the 

configuration of the SPM is started from different initial conditions. The variance can affect the 

convergence of the forces to the equilibrium location. This turned out be one of the most sensitive 

variables. This is due to the smoothing of the pseudopotential field with a higher values compared to 

lower values which the NN tends to render as a more “rugged” surface from the narrowed 

processing elements’ activation function. A local minima is created in which the mechanism might 
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converge to instead of continuing motor commands to the equilibrium position.  Excluding lower 

values of variance (σ = 0.25), the starting location has no effect on the final location the 

mechanism converges to.  

 

Figure 31 - Trajectories using 200 neurons 
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Analyzing the force response with respect to time it was found:  

 2 different initial conditions and same variance of 1 has no effect on the final average error 

of 0.01N. (Figure 32). Which is a property reiterated from the contour plot.  

 Changing the variance affects the rate of convergence but the speed remains the same for 2 

different initial conditions with the same radial distance away from the equilibrium point. 

(Figures 32 and 33). 

  The system settles in 0.5 seconds with variance 1and 1.75 seconds with variance 0.5.  

 The value of the rate of descent has no effects on the steady state values (Figure 34) 

confirming the results from the fourbar tests.  

 The average force error of the 3 forces for a variance of 0.5 is 0.02N. 

 The average force error of the 3 forces for a variance of 1 is 0.01N. 

 

 

Figure 32 - Force curves with respect to time variance is 1 
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Figure 33 - Force curves with respect to time variance is 0.5 

 

 

Figure 34 - Force curves with respect to time with different rates, variance is 1 
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The investigation is extended to 800 neurons (Figure 35) using 30 training cycles. The 

convergence was improved over 200 Neurons. Using variance 1 the radial distance from the target 

was improved from 0.065 radians to 0.042 radians. Again, different initial conditions converging to 

the same point for a given variance is observed. The force for 800N with respect to time is shown in 

figure 36 revealing the force error was improved to 0.007N. It was noted that for all trials, increasing 

the variance beyond 1 did not have any effects on improving the final error.  

 

Figure 35 - Trajectories for 800 neurons 
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Figure 36 - Forces with respect to time using 800 neurons, variance is 1 
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CHAPTER 4  
EXPERIMENTAL 
 

4.1 APPARATUS 
 

The PIC32MX470F512L is a microcontroller manufactured by Microchip. It was a convenient 

choice as it permitted an all-in-one electronic package. From a real time operation perspective, the 

following specifications made the board attractive:  

 32-bit RISC MIPS32 M4K Core.  

 28 pins for analog to digital conversion.  

 5 pins for PWM also referred to as Output Compare (OC) modules dependent on 2 clocks.  

 An adjustable system clock with an on board oscillator frequency of 8MHz.  

The pin set-up on the expansion board which connects to the development board makes it easy for 

“plug-and-play” and testing.  A picture of the expansion board is shown in figure 37. The board is 

programmed in the C language using the Microchip’s IDE and xc32 compiler.  The combination of 

the IDE and compiler make allow to set the registers and control various pin functionalities and 

inner functions of the chip such as multipliers for the clock and remapping the output compare 

modules to certain pins on the expansion board.  
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Figure 37 - a) Development board b) Expansion board 

In order to detect the magnitude of the forces applied to the triad of pins at the end-effector, 

force sensors manufactured by Interlink Electronics were used. Figure 38 shows an exploded view 

of the sensor. These are resistive sensors and when combined with a voltage divider, an analog signal 

can be transmitted to the microcontroller for digital processing. A resistor of 10K Ohm was chosen 

for a close to linear relationship (0.76 V/N) with the expected force to be applied on the sensors in 

the range of 1N. These have a force repeatability of 2% from an initial reading. 

 

Figure 38 - Force sensors 

 

The links and base of the mechanism were 3D printed in the Zortrax-200 which has a 

workspace 200 x 200 x 180 mm and has a resolution 90-400 microns. The filament used is the Z-

ULTRAT which has a density of 1.08 g/cm and Linear Mold Shrinkage of 0.005 cm/cm. 
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Figure 39 - 3D printer Zortrax-200 

The stepper motors are provided by the website Pololu.com with vendor number 1208. 

These are the standard size NEMA14 (35x35x28mm) with a shaft diameter of 5mm. These motors 

step in 1.8o increments for a total of 200 steps per revolution. Each coil draws 500 mA at 10 volts 

for a holding torque of 1 kg-cm.  

 

Figure 40 - Nema 14 stepper  motors 

DRV8824 were used to control the motors. The breakout board has six step resolutions: 

full-step, half-step, 1/4-step, 1/8-step, 1/16-step, and 1/32-step. An adjustable current control is 

used to set the maximum current output via a potentiometer, and enables voltages above the stepper 

motor’s rated voltage to achieve higher step rates. For this application, the setting used was half step 

to produce smoother motion of the motors while preserving the resolution necessary for controlling 

the positions of the motors. (i.e. lower microstepping modes might not be able to provide the 

accurate amount of commanded steps).  
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Figure 41 - Motor drivers 

A block diagram of the system is show in figure 42 with all the components described in the 

previous section. A circuit diagram is shown in (Appendix B). 

 

Figure 42 - Hardware block diagram 

 

A case containing the 3 sensors was 3D printed. This case encloses the sensors which are 

placed in grooves between 2 circular plates. One of the plates has holes to let 6.35 mm stainless steel 

balls protrude. These balls are used to press onto the surface of a ball and transmit force to the 

sensors. This case is screwed onto the SPM’s end effector.  
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Figure 43 - Mechanism assembly 

The mechanisms’ joint are printed from Solidworks models. Each joint is composed of a bearing 

and a washer with a 3mm screw inserted into the bearing and washer pair. The outer links are press 

fitted onto the motor shafts. The base of the SPM is screwed onto an optical plate and a toy rubber 

ball is held in place by using a printed clamp above the force sensors.  

 

Figure 44 - Experimental set up 
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4.2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN FOR 3D PRINTED SPM 

To perform test about a single axis on the physical platform, a preliminary search for a 

suitable axis of rotation was performed. The motion of the SPM needed to be determined using an 

inverse kinematic Matlab code (see Appendix A.2) which could be checked against the 

SimMechanics model. This enabled the motor angles based on the orientation of the end-effector 

about a certain axis to be determined. The first step was to find a configuration which could easily 

be verified. The configuration chosen was the one at which the 𝐮i+1 and  𝐯𝐢 vectors are parallel, i.e. 

the end-effector is rotated -120 o about the z-axis from the global coordinate system at the base. In 

this configuration, the 𝐰𝐢 vectors all possess the same z-component. The starting motor angles are 

22.61o and the dot product of the constraints equations were checked to ensure the angles between 

the joints’ unit vectors remained 30o. For small angles about the global y-axis rotation we find the 

following relationship:  

 

Figure 45 - Rotation about global y-Axis 
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Performing a linear fit through the motor angle curves, the slopes: 
Δθ1

ΔΩ𝑦
≈ −1, 

Δθ2

ΔΩ𝑦
≈  

Δθ3

ΔΩ𝑦
≈ 0.5 

revealed a rotation could be performed by setting the motor angles such that: −0.5θ1 ≈ θ2 ≈ θ3 

The Simulink CAD model was tested with these slope fits with a starting motor position of 

0o. The rotation axis about the global y-axis turns out to be quite advantageous because it runs 

approximately through the midpoint of sensors 1 and 2 while passing through sensor 3 by an offset 

of 8o (see Figure 47). Figure 46 show the test performed by subjecting the motors to:  

θ1 = 0.35 sin(4t)     (4.2.1) 

 As expected, the third force does not experience any variations except for slight ones at 

higher motor angle values. The discrepancy between force 1 and force 2’s amplitudes can be 

attributed to the system stopping to exhibit linear properties as the angles of the motors are 

increased. 

 

Figure 46 - Rotation about y-axis force curves 
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Figure 47 - Global coordinate system’s x-y plane in relation to the force sensors 

Furthermore, the problem was simplified by changing the motor angles to −θ1 = θ2 = θ3 . 

Contrasting the results with the previous it was found the sensors experienced only a small 

disturbances in the range of  0.02 N when subjected to the same sine wave: 

 

Figure 48 - Approximate y-axis rotation results 

This motion configuration was the one chosen to train and control the physical system by simply 

switching the direction of the stepper motors given a single motor command. No singularities are 

encountered during this motion. 
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Training the network with various parameters using 40 data points (from 0.4s to 1.2s) in the 

Simulink model, the following results were obtained:   

 

Figure 49 - Training on approximate y-axis  

As can be seen in figure, the trained values drift toward the function to be approximated with 

increasing numbers of training cycles.  Determining 10 training cycles with 20 neurons was the least 

computational expensive and most accurate with a maximum force error of 0.06 N, tests were 

performed in simulations and the results obtained are shown graphically in figures 50 and 51. The 

quadratic and quartic equations were tested against using a variance of 1. There was an improvement 

on the performance of the system between the two objective functions. The quartic equation 

improved the final error from 0.03N to 0.005N as compared to the quadratic form.  
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Figure 50 -  𝜉(𝜃) = (100𝐹1(𝜃) − 100𝐹2(𝜃))
2
 

 

Figure 51 -  𝜉(𝜃) = (10𝐹1(𝜃) − 10𝐹2(𝜃))
4
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4.3 3D PRINTED SPM TESTS 

The quartic function provided the best results in simulation and thus was chosen to be used 

on the controller of the apparatus.  The device was trained with the input angles −𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 𝜃3.  

Motor 1 (θ1) is commanded to move from 0o to -13.5o and finally to 13.5o while the other 2 follow 

suit in the opposite direction. For each time step of 0.08 seconds the motors move by an angle of 

0.9o and are assumed to move slow enough to ignore damping effects. The microcontroller stores 

the values of the ADC readings into an array.  This process takes 3.5 seconds. 

Once the position of 13.5o is reached, the microcontroller performs the soft competitive 

learning algorithm, a procedure which takes quite an amount of computational power to complete 

with a delay of 2 seconds between when the motors stop the training to the time when the SPM 

start its descent towards the equilibrium point. The values of the weights before training, unlike the 

randomly generated ones from the simulations, were unchanged for every tests and were placed 

evenly between -13.5 o and 13.5 o and evenly between the ADC values of 400 and 20. For each test, 

the microncontroller computes new weights. Table shows the parameters used to train the network.  

Table 5 – Experimental NN values 

 

 

 

 

Using σ = 5 at the end of the training turned out to be the best value to perform gradient descent 

on the objective function. The ADC values are used as the force values in the equation:  

𝜉(𝜃) = (0.01𝐹1(𝜃) − 0.01𝐹2(𝜃))
4
    (4.3.1) 

Name Value Description 

d 45 Number of training points 

η1 0.9-0.045 Learning rate range for angles 

η2 0.9-0.045 Learning rate range for forces 

η3 4.5 × 10−4 Rate of descent 

σ 10-1 Basis function radius range 

C 10-5 Number of training cycles range 

N 20 Number of neurons 
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Testing the range of training cycles from 5 to 10 the results shown in figure 52. It was found 

the amount of training as predicted during the design experiment stage affected the overall 

performance of the system. These results are tabulated in table 6. The error for the measured forces 

are ±0.03N and the despite noisy readings, the mechanism still converges close to the desired point 

with the errors shown in table 6 in 2 seconds. This demonstrates the network is robust even with a 

low amount of data points, noisy and imperfect readings and only 20 Neurons.  

Table 6 – Experimental steady state force errors 

Training 
Cycles 

Error Force 1 
(N) 

Error Force 2 
(N) 

Average 
(N) 

F1-F2  
(N)  

5 0.10 0.64 0.37 0.74 
7 0.59 0.30 0.19 0.24 
10 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.02 

 

 

Figure 52 – Results from experiments 
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CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSIONS  
 

A spherical parallel mechanism robotic wrist was applied to the problem of tactile eye 

tonometry to align a device on soft tissue. The parallel type manipulator chosen has shown to be an 

ideal candidate due to its ability to perform rotary motion about a point of contact. The compact 

form of this configuration can be ergonomically placed into a bulb-like shape for hand-held 

application.  

Using three force sensors mounted to the tip of the robot’s end-effector to sense its 

environment, the robot needed a controller to map its joint configuration to the sensor space. A 

type of self-organizing neural network was found to be able to perform this task. To that end, the 

application of the SO-BoS method for path planning of a spherical parallel manipulator was 

described.  The network was subsequently shown to have the ability to gather data from the robot 

and “learn” about the forces applied to the end-effector. Once this procedure realized, the NN can 

perform a gradient descent search on a defined objective function’s pseudopotential. Such a solution 

can also be extended to any application requiring tactile feedback data in order to perform 

movements in its joint for a defined sensory space task.  

The performance of this solution using 2 DOF’s was tested in SimMechanics.  The best 

parameters for learning on this specific system in terms of tradeoff between computational power 

and performance are presented in table 7 from the simulation.  Giving force errors of 0.01N which 

would be adequate for tonometry.  
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Table 7 – Recommended values for SPM simulations 

 

 

  

 

Finally, a 3D printed SPM system was tested about an axis and showed promising results. 

This rough prototype was able to find the equilibrium position within 0.1N. The system was able to 

converge to a force difference (with a resolution of 0.03N) within 0.08N using 20 neurons and 10 

training cycles. With a redefined high tolerance metallic (stainless steel) design and higher resolution 

force sensing elements, this system could potentially be used for the application of handheld 

tonometry or any other situation requiring the positioning of an end-effector about a point using 

tactile information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Value Description 

η1 0.9 Starting learning rate range for angles 

η2 0.9 Starting learning rate range for forces 

σ 1 Starting learning variance and controller variance 

N 200 Neurons 
C 20 Training cycles 
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APPENDICES  
 

APPENDIX A – MATLAB/SIMULINK 
 

A.1 - W VECTORS SYMBOLIC  
 

uo = [-1; 0; 0]; %unit vector for joints 
syms cth sth coy soy cox sox calph salph cgam sgam vi1 vi2 vi3 

  
Agam = [cgam -sgam 0;  
        sgam cgam  0 ;  
       0      0     1]; 

   
A120 = [cosd(-120) -sind(-120) 0;  
        sind(-120) cosd(-120) 0 ;  
      0          0          1]; 

  
A60 = [cosd(60) 0 sind(60); 
      0        1    0     ;  
      -sind(60) 0 cosd(60)]; %motors are pointing up 60 degrees 

  
Ath = [1     0    0; 
       0 cth -sth;  
       0 sth  cth]; 
Aalph= [calph -salph 0;  
        salph  calph 0 ;  
        0     0      1]; 
Ax=[1 0     0;  
    0 cox -sox;  
    0 sox cox]; 
Ay=[coy 0  soy; 
    0   1   0; 
    -soy 0 coy]; 
%AiAzAyAxu1 ---> get new v1   
%w'*v = cos(alpha); 
wi =  Agam*A60*Ath*Aalph*uo;%Agam*Ath*Aalph*uo->similar results to Gosselin 
vi = [vi1; vi2; vi3];  
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A.2 INVERSE KINEMATICS  

 

g = [0; -120; -240];  
alpha = -30; 

  
vi =[ 0.25, sqrt(3)/4, sqrt(3)/2;  
    0.25, -sqrt(3)/4, sqrt(3)/2; 
    -0.5, 0,sqrt(3)/2]; %initial plate vectors (each row) 
ui = [vi(3,:); vi(1,:); vi(2,:)]; %base vectors 

  
Ox = [-6: 0.5: 6]';  %range of tilt angles of plates in x  
Oy = [-6: 0.01: 6]'; %range of tilt angles of the plate in y 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Az0=[cosd(21) -sind(21) 0;  
    sind(21) cosd(21) 0;  
    0       0          1]; 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%rotation about y axis 
theta = zeros(length(Oy), 3);  
v = zeros(3,3); %preset 
for n = 1:length(Oy) 
Ay=[cosd(Oy(n)) 0   -sind(Oy(n));  
    0           1   0;            
    sind(Oy(n)) 0   cosd(Oy(n))]; %rotation about y 
%Ay = Ay*Az0; 

  
v(1,:) = Ay*vi(1,:)'; 
v(2,:) = Ay*vi(2,:)';  
v(3,:) = (Ay*vi(3,:)');  
thetai = zeros(1,3); %preset/reset thetai 
    for i = 1:3 
        A(i)  = (sqrt(3)/2*v(i,3)-1/2*(cosd(g(i))*v(i,1)+sind(g(i))*v(i,2))-

1)*cosd(alpha)+... 
        (cosd(g(i))*v(i,2)-sind(g(i))*v(i,1))*sind(alpha); 

      
        B(i)= sind(alpha)*(-sqrt(3)/2*(cosd(g(i))*v(i,1)+sind(g(i))*v(i,2))-

1/2*v(i,3)); 

  
        C(i)  = (sqrt(3)/2*v(i,3)-1/2*(cosd(g(i))*v(i,1)+sind(g(i))*v(i,2))-

1)*cosd(alpha)-... 
                (cosd(g(i))*v(i,2)-sind(g(i))*v(i,1))*sind(alpha); 

  
       thetai(i) = 360-2*atan2d(B(i)-sqrt(B(i)^2-A(i)*C(i)),A(i)); 
        %jacobian:  
        w(i,:) = [-

0.5*cosd(alpha)*cosd(g(i))+cosd(thetai(i))*sind(alpha)*sind(g(i))-

sqrt(3)/2*cosd(g(i))*sind(alpha)*sind(thetai(i)),... 
                -0.5*sqrt(3)*sind(alpha)*sind(g(i))*sind(thetai(i))-

sind(alpha)*cosd(g(i))*cosd(thetai(i))-0.5*cosd(alpha)*sind(g(i)),... 
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                0.5*sqrt(3)*cosd(alpha)-0.5*sind(alpha)*sind(thetai(i))]; 
        J(i,:) = cross(w(i,:),v(i,:))/(cross(ui(i,:), w(i,:))*v(i,:)'); 

         
    end 

     
     k(n) = det(J);  
     theta(n,:)=thetai; 
end 

  
figure(2) 
subplot(1,2,1) 
plot(theta(:,1), Oy)  
hold on 
plot(theta(:,2), Oy)  
plot(theta(:,3), Oy) 
legend('\theta_1', '\theta_2', '\theta_3'); 
xlabel('\theta (deg)');  
ylabel('\Omega_y (deg)');  
title('Pitch Angle y vs Motor Angles'); 
hold off 

  
subplot(1,2,2) 
hold on 
plot(Oy, k) 
ylabel('det(J)');  
xlabel('\Omega_y (deg)'); 
title('Determinant vs Rotation Angle'); 
hold off 
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A.3 JACOBIAN DETERMINANT 

 
p = data_agile_training.data(:,7:10);  
n = length(p); 

  

  
u1 =[-1/2, 0, sqrt(3)/2]'; u2 = [1/4, sqrt(3)/4, sqrt(3)/2]'; 
u3 = [1/4, -sqrt(3)/4, sqrt(3)/2]';  

  
alpha = -30;  
g1 = 0; g2 =-120; g3 = -240;  

  
for j = 1:n  
    [A] = p2A(p(j,:)); 
    v1=A*u1;  
    v2=A*u2;  
    v3=A*u3;  
    theta1 = data_agile_training.data(j,1);  
    theta2 = data_agile_training.data(j,2);  
    theta3 = data_agile_training.data(j,3);  

     

     
    w1 = [-0.5*cosd(alpha)*cosd(g1)+cos(theta1)*sind(alpha)*sind(g1)-

sqrt(3)/2*cosd(g1)*sind(alpha)*sin(theta1); 
          -0.5*sqrt(3)*sind(alpha)*sind(g1)*sin(theta1)-

sind(alpha)*cosd(g1)*cos(theta1)-0.5*cosd(alpha)*sind(g1);  
           0.5*sqrt(3)*cosd(alpha)-0.5*sind(alpha)*sin(theta1)]; 

        
    w2 = [-0.5*cosd(alpha)*cosd(g2)+cos(theta2)*sind(alpha)*sind(g2)-

sqrt(3)/2*cosd(g2)*sind(alpha)*sin(theta2); 
          -0.5*sqrt(3)*sind(alpha)*sind(g2)*sin(theta2)-

sind(alpha)*cosd(g2)*cos(theta2)-0.5*cosd(alpha)*sind(g2);  
           0.5*sqrt(3)*cosd(alpha)-0.5*sind(alpha)*sin(theta2)]; 

        
    w3 = [-0.5*cosd(alpha)*cosd(g3)+cos(theta3)*sind(alpha)*sind(g3)-

sqrt(3)/2*cosd(g3)*sind(alpha)*sin(theta3); 
          -0.5*sqrt(3)*sind(alpha)*sind(g3)*sin(theta3)-

sind(alpha)*cosd(g3)*cos(theta3)-0.5*cosd(alpha)*sind(g3);  
           0.5*sqrt(3)*cosd(alpha)-0.5*sind(alpha)*sin(theta3)]; 

     

     
    J1 = cross(w1,v1)/(cross(u1, w1)'*v1); 
    J2 = cross(w2,v2)/(cross(u2, w2)'*v2);  
    J3 = cross(w3,v3)/(cross(u3, w3)'*v3);  
    J = [J1'; J2'; J3']; 
    dJ(j,1) = det(J);  

     
end 

  
[X, Y] = meshgrid(-0.3:0.05:0.3,-0.3:0.05:0.3);  
Z = 

griddata(data_agile_training.data(:,1),data_agile_training.data(:,2),dJ,X,Y);   
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figure(1) 
set(gca,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1]); 
surfc(X,Y,Z) 
hold on 
title('detJ vs \theta_1 \theta_2') 
xlabel('\theta_1 (rad)') 
ylabel('\theta_2 (rad)') 
zlabel('det(J)') 
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A.4 LEARNING ALGORITHM 

 

thpf = 0.7*rand(N,in)-0.35;    %untrained theta weights   
dthpf =zeros(N,in);           %learning delta: soft competitive rule  
fpf = 2.4+0.4*rand(N,out);    %untrained force weights  
dfpf = zeros(N,out);          %learning delta: soft competitive rule                    
Uth = zeros(N,1);             %initialize neuron output vector 

  
%first(or outter) for loop goes through all the training rates 
%and updates neurons 
%second for loop goes through each of the training points 
%third and fourth loop within the second go through each Neuron 

  
for kk =1:40 
eta1 = 0.9/kk;             %learning rate for theta 
eta2 = 0.9/kk;             %learning rate for forces 
sig = 1/kk;                %basis function variance 
    for  j =1:K 
        thj = tht(j,:); 
        Ftj = Ft(j,:);  
        %predfine sum 
        S=0;    
        for ii = 1:N 
            S = S+exp(-(norm(thj-thpf(ii,:))/sig)^2); %softmax denominator  
        end 

     
        for i = 1:N    
        Uth(i) = exp(-(norm(thj-thpf(i,:))/sig)^2)/S; 
        dthpf(i,:) = eta1*(thj-thpf(i,:))'*Uth(i); 
        dfpf(i,:) = eta2*(Ftj-fpf(i,:))*Uth(i);  
        end 
    %update preffered vectors 
    thpf = thpf+dthpf;  
    fpf = fpf+dfpf; 
    end   
end 
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A.5 TRAINED PATH PLANNING ALGORITHM 

 

fpf =[]; 
thpf =[]; 

 

N = length(thpf);  
%ksipf =-1./((fpf(:,1)-fpf(:,2)).^2+0.25)-1./((fpf(:,1)-fpf(:,3)).^2+0.25); 
%ksipf = (fpf(:,1)*10-fpf(:,2)*10).^4;  
ksipf = (fpf(:,1)*100-fpf(:,2)*100).^2 + (fpf(:,1)*100-fpf(:,3)*100).^2;  
%ksipf = (10*fpf(:,1)-10*fpf(:,2)).^4 + (10*fpf(:,1)-10*fpf(:,3)).^4; 

  
sig = 1;   
%initialize neuron output vector 
Uth = zeros(N,1); 
%predfine vectors and sum  
thd0 = zeros(2,1); 
S = 0; 
    for ii = 1:N 
        S = S+exp(-(norm(th'-thpf(ii,:))/sig)^2); 
    end 
    for i = 1:N       
            Uth(i) = exp(-(norm(th'-thpf(i,:))/sig)^2)/S; 
            thd0 = thd0+(thpf(i,:)-th')'*ksipf(i)*Uth(i); 

             
    end 
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A.6 SPM MODEL 
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A.7 2DOF TRAINING 
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A.8 2DOF DISCRETE CONTROL 
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A.8 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
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APPENDIX B 

B.1 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
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APPENDIX C 

C.1 MAIN.C 

 

#include <xc.h> 

#include <sys/attribs.h> 

#include "timer.h" 

#include "adc.h" 

#include "pwm.h" 

#include "controller.h" 

#include "config.h" 

#include "interrupt.h" 

#include "controller.h" 

 

#define SENSOR3     ADC1BUF0 

#define SENSOR2     ADC1BUF1 

#define SENSOR1     ADC1BUF2 

#define RANGE       12         //how far the motors go in terms of 

counter 

#define KTH         312500      //convert frequency to actual speed 

deg/s 

#define TS          80         //80ms delay 

#define K2          0.9        // number of degrees per half step 

#define P           0.08       //number of pulses 

#define ETA3        2200    //actually 1/eta3  

 

 

 

typedef enum { 

    adc, motor, learning, neural, hold 

} stateType; 

 

volatile unsigned int          force1;  //integer for force1 

volatile unsigned int          force2;  //integer for force2 

volatile unsigned int          force3;  //integer for force3 

double                         ra = RANGE; 

 

volatile double       thd[2] = {12500, 12500};  //motor speed in terms 

of PR  

volatile double       th[2] = {0, 0};  //counters for angles 

volatile double       tha = 22;                 //actual angle 

double                sgn = -1; 

int                   i;  

int                   gtg;                      //done training good 2 

go 

int                   c;                        // how many times in 

neural 

int                   d = 1;                        // data counter 

stateType             state = adc;  
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int main(void) 

{ 

    SYSTEMConfigPerformance(40000000); //configure system performance 

    enableInterrupts();                 

    initADC();                         //initiate ADC configs 

    initPWM();                         //initiate PWM configs 

    initTimer2();                      //initiate timer configs 

    initTimer3();                      //initiate timer configs  

     

    for(i=0; i<10000; i++){ 

        delayMs(); 

    } 

    //state machine:  

    while(1) 

    { 

        switch(state)  

        { 

            case adc: 

                if (IFS0bits.AD1IF == 1)//check adc flag 

                {    

                  //read buffer for the force sensors 

                    force1 = SENSOR1;  

                    force2 = SENSOR2;       

                    force3 = SENSOR3;       

                    IFS0bits.AD1IF = 0;    //clear flag 

                    state = learning;    

                } 

                     

                break;  

            case learning:  

                 

                if(th[0]==ra+1){ 

                    th[0] = 0; 

                    gtg = 1;} 

                else if (gtg == 0){  

                    //send data w/ 80ms delay 

                    sendData(force1, force2, force3, (unsigned int) 

tha);  

                    learn(tha, (double)force1,(double)force3, d, 

3*RANGE-1);  

                    sgn = direction(th[0], sgn, ra); 

                    tha =  tha+sgn*KTH/thd[0]*P*K2; //compute actual 

angle 

                    th[0] = th[0]+sgn; //compute 'angle' in terms of 

increment 

                    d = d+1; //increment data counter 

                } 

                 

                if (gtg == 1){ 

                    state = neural;  

                }  
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                else if (gtg == 0){ 

                    thd[0] = 25000; 

                    state = motor;     

                } 

                break; 

                 

            case neural: 

                sendData(force1, force2, force3, (unsigned int) tha); 

//send data w/ 80ms delay 

                tha =  tha+sgn*KTH/thd[0]*P*K2; //get angle 

                thd[0] = neuralNetwork(tha);  

                sgn = directionNN(thd[0], sgn); 

                 

                thd[0]=ETA3*KTH*2/(thd[0]); 

                if (thd[0]<0){thd[0]=-thd[0];} 

                c = c+1; //how many times through the loop 

                // add saturation  

                if (thd[0] >= 60000 || thd[0]<= 500){ 

                    thd[0] = 0; 

                    state = motor;  

                } 

                if (IFS0bits.T2IF == 1){ 

                    state = motor; 

                } 

                break;  

             

            case motor: 

                 

                if (IFS0bits.T2IF == 1){ 

                    IFS0bits.T2IF = 0; 

                    if (thd == 0){ 

                        PR2= 25000; 

                        OC1RS = 0; 

                    } 

                    else{ 

                        PR2 = (unsigned int)2*thd[0]; 

                        OC1RS = (unsigned int)thd[0]; 

                    } 

                } 

                 

                if (IFS0bits.T3IF == 1){ 

                    IFS0bits.T3IF = 0; 

                    if (thd[0] == 0 && gtg == 1){ 

                        PR3= 25000; 

                        OC3RS = 0; 

                        state = hold;  

                    } 

                    else{ 

                        PR3 = (unsigned int) thd[0]; 

                        OC3RS = (unsigned int) thd[0]/2; 

                        state = adc;  

                    } 
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                } 

                break; 

                 

            case hold: 

                sendData(force1, force2, force3, (unsigned int) tha); 

                force1 = SENSOR1;  

                force2 = SENSOR2;  

                force3 = SENSOR3; 

                break; 

        } 

    } 

    return 0;    

} 
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C.2 TIMER.C 

 

#include <xc.h> 

#include "timer.h" 

#include "interrupt.h" 

 

void initTimer2(){ 

    TMR2 = 0; 

    PR2 = 50000;         //PR = delay*Frequency/prescalar -1, delay = 

2ms;  

                         //50Hz ---> PR=12499 and prescalar 64 

    T2CONbits.TCKPS = 6; //pre-scalar 64 

    T2CONbits.TCS = 0;   //osc config 

    T2CONbits.ON = 1;    //turn timer on 

} 

 

void initTimer3(){ 

    TMR3 = 0; 

    PR3 = 50000;         //PR = delay*Frequency/prescalar -1, delay = 

2ms;  

                         //50Hz ---> PR=12499 and prescalar 64 

    T3CONbits.TCKPS = 6; //pre-scalar 64 

    T3CONbits.TCS = 0;   //osc config 

    T3CONbits.ON = 1;    //turn timer on 

} 

 

 

void delayMs(){ 

    TMR4 = 0; 

    PR4 = 155; //1ms delay with pre-scalar of 256 

    T4CONbits.TCKPS = 7;//pre-scalar 256  

    T4CONbits.TCS = 0;//osc config 

    IFS0bits.T4IF = 0;//flag 

    T4CONbits.ON = 1; 

    while(IFS0bits.T4IF == 0){} 

    T4CONbits.ON = 0; 

    IFS0bits.T4IF = 0; 

} 
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C.3 ADC.C 

 

#include <xc.h> 

 

#define SENS1 TRISEbits.TRISE6 //pin 6 on J10  

#define SENS2 TRISEbits.TRISE4 //pin 8 on J10  

#define SENS3 TRISEbits.TRISE2 //pin 10 on J10  

#define INPUT 1 

 

void initADC(){ 

     

    SENS1 = INPUT;      //set sensor pin as input 

    SENS2 = INPUT;      //set sensor pin as input 

    SENS3 = INPUT;      //set sensor pin as input     

     

    AD1CON1bits.FORM = 0;   // 16 unsigned integer 

    AD1CON1bits.SSRC = 7;   // Auto-convert mode 

    AD1CON1bits.ASAM = 1;   // Auto-sampling 

    AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0;   // Use board reference voltages 

    AD1CON2bits.CSCNA = 1;  // enable scanning 

    AD1CON2bits.SMPI = 2;   // 3 sample  

    AD1CON2bits.ALTS = 0;   // Only Mux A 

    AD1CON3bits.ADRC = 0;   // Use PBCLK 

    AD1CON3bits.SAMC = 5;   // 5 Tad per sample (2 works) 

    AD1CON3bits.ADCS = 1;   // 4 times the PBCLK 

    AD1CHSbits.CH0NA = 0;   // Use Vref- as negative reference 

   // AD1CHSbits.CH0SA = 0;   // Scan AN0 at least 

    AD1CSSLbits.CSSL23 = 1; // scan select --> force1 

    AD1CSSLbits.CSSL21 = 1; // scan select --> force2 

    AD1CSSLbits.CSSL20 = 1; // scan select --> force3 

    IFS0bits.AD1IF = 0;     // Put down ADC flag 

    AD1CON1bits.ADON = 1;   // turn on the ADC 

} 
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C.4 PWM.C 

 

#include <xc.h> 

 

#define OUTPUT 0 

#define MAPOC1 RPD0Rbits.RPD0R   // map OC1 to RD0 

#define MAPOC5 RPD12Rbits.RPD12R  // map OC5 to RD12 

#define MAPOC3 RPD2Rbits.RPD2R   // map OC3 to RD2 

#define MAP1    0b1100           // mapping value for RD0 

//#define MAP2    0b1011           // mapping value for RD12 

#define MAP3    0b1011           // mapping value for RD2 

 

#define SETUPMOTOR1 TRISDbits.TRISD0 //digital I/O 

//#define SETUPMOTOR2 TRISDbits.TRISD12 //digitial I/O 

#define SETUPMOTOR3 TRISDbits.TRISD2 //digitial I/O   

 

#define MOTOR1 LATDbits.LATD0 

//#define MOTOR2 LATDbits.LATD12 

#define MOTOR3 LATDbits.LATD2 

  

 

void initPWM(){ 

    SETUPMOTOR1 = OUTPUT;       //set as output 

    //SETUPMOTOR2 = OUTPUT;       //set as output 

    SETUPMOTOR3 = OUTPUT;       //set as output 

             

    MAPOC1= MAP1;  

    OC1CON = 0x0000; // Turn off OC1 while doing setup. 

    OC1R = 0x0000; // Initialize primary Compare Register 

    OC1RS = 0X0000; // Initialize secondary Compare Register 

    OC1CON = 0x0006; // Configure for PWM mode 0110 and use tmr2 

    OC1CONSET = 0x8000; // Enable OC1  

     

    /* 

    MAPOC5= MAP2;  

    OC5CON = 0x0000; // Turn off OC5 while doing setup. 

    OC5R = 0x0000; // Initialize primary Compare Register 

    OC5RS = 0X0000; // Initialize secondary Compare Register 

    //OC5CON = 0x0006; // Configure for output compare mode + assign 2 

timer 2 

    OC5CON = 0x000E; // Configure for PWM mode 1110 and use tmr3 

    OC5CONSET = 0x8000; // Enable OC5 

    */ 

     

     

    MAPOC3 = MAP3;  

    OC3CON = 0x0000; // Turn off OC3 while doing setup. 

    OC3R = 0x0000; // Initialize primary Compare Register 

    OC3RS = 0x0000; // Initialize secondary Compare Register 

    OC3CON = 0x0006; // Configure for output compare mode 

    OC3CON = 0x000E; // Configure for PWM mode 1110 and use tmr3 
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    OC3CONSET = 0x8000; // Enable OC3  

     

} 
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C.5 CONFIG.H 

 

/*  

 * File:   config.h 

 * Author: gvanhoy 

 * Description: This file sets the configuration bits for the PIC32MX. 

This is  

 * important for debugging and using the clock correctly. 

 * Created on August 27, 2015, 12:17 PM 

 */ 

 

#ifndef CONFIG_H 

#define CONFIG_H 

 

#include <xc.h> 

 

// DEVCFG3 

// USERID = No Setting 

#pragma config FSRSSEL = PRIORITY_7     // Shadow Register Set 

Priority Select (SRS Priority 7) 

#pragma config PMDL1WAY = ON            // Peripheral Module Disable 

Configuration (Allow only one reconfiguration) 

#pragma config IOL1WAY = ON             // Peripheral Pin Select 

Configuration (Allow only one reconfiguration) 

#pragma config FUSBIDIO = OFF            // USB USID Selection 

(Controlled by the USB Module) 

#pragma config FVBUSONIO = OFF           // USB VBUS ON Selection 

(Controlled by USB Module) 

 

// DEVCFG2 

#pragma config FPLLIDIV = DIV_2         // PLL Input Divider (2x 

Divider) 

#pragma config FPLLMUL = MUL_20         // PLL Multiplier (20x 

Multiplier) 

#pragma config UPLLIDIV = DIV_12        // USB PLL Input Divider (12x 

Divider) 

#pragma config UPLLEN = OFF             // USB PLL Enable (Disabled 

and Bypassed) 

#pragma config FPLLODIV = DIV_2         // System PLL Output Clock 

Divider (PLL Divide by 1) 

 

// DEVCFG1 

#pragma config FNOSC = PRIPLL           // Oscillator Selection Bits 

(Primary Osc w/PLL (XT+,HS+,EC+PLL)) 

#pragma config FSOSCEN = OFF             // Secondary Oscillator 

Enable (Enabled) 

#pragma config IESO = ON                // Internal/External Switch 

Over (Enabled) 

#pragma config POSCMOD = XT             // Primary Oscillator 

Configuration (XT osc mode) 
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#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF           // CLKO Output Signal Active 

on the OSCO Pin (Disabled) 

#pragma config FPBDIV = DIV_1           // Peripheral Clock Divisor 

(Pb_Clk is Sys_Clk) 

#pragma config FCKSM = CSDCMD           // Clock Switching and Monitor 

Selection (Clock Switch Disable, FSCM Disabled) 

#pragma config WDTPS = PS1048576        // Watchdog Timer Postscaler 

(1:1048576) 

#pragma config WINDIS = OFF             // Watchdog Timer Window 

Enable (Watchdog Timer is in Non-Window Mode) 

#pragma config FWDTEN = OFF             // Watchdog Timer Enable (WDT 

Disabled (SWDTEN Bit Controls)) 

#pragma config FWDTWINSZ = WINSZ_25     // Watchdog Timer Window Size 

(Window Size is 25%) 

 

// DEVCFG0 

#pragma config DEBUG = OFF               // Background Debugger Enable 

(Debugger is Enabled) 

#pragma config JTAGEN = ON              // JTAG Enable (JTAG Port 

Enabled) 

#pragma config ICESEL = ICS_PGx2        // ICE/ICD Comm Channel Select 

(Communicate on PGEC2/PGED2) 

#pragma config PWP = OFF                // Program Flash Write Protect 

(Disable) 

#pragma config BWP = OFF                // Boot Flash Write Protect 

bit (Protection Disabled) 

#pragma config CP = OFF                 // Code Protect (Protection 

Disabled) 

 

#endif /* CONFIG_H */ 
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C.6 INTERUPT.H 

 

/*  

 * File:   interrupt.h 

 * Author: gvanhoy 

 * 

 * Created on August 27, 2015, 3:32 PM 

 */ 

 

#ifndef INTERRUPT_H 

#define INTERRUPT_H 

 

#define FLASH_SPEED_HZ              30000000 //Max Flash speed 

#define PB_BUS_MAX_FREQ_HZ          80000000 //Max Peripheral bus 

speed 

#define SYS_CFG_WAIT_STATES         0x00000001 //SYSTEMConfig wait 

states 

#define SYS_CFG_PB_BUS              0x00000002 //SYSTEMConfig pb bus 

#define SYS_CFG_PCACHE              0x00000004 //SYSTEMConfig cache 

#define SYS_CFG_ALL                 0xFFFFFFFF //SYSTEMConfig All 

 

#define mBMXDisableDRMWaitState()   (BMXCONCLR = 

_BMXCON_BMXWSDRM_MASK) 

#define mCheGetCon()                CHECON 

#define CHE_CONF_PF_ALL             (3 << _CHECON_PREFEN_POSITION) 

#define mCheConfigure(val)          (CHECON = (val)) 

#define OSC_PB_DIV_8                (3 << _OSCCON_PBDIV_POSITION) 

#define OSC_PB_DIV_4                (2 << _OSCCON_PBDIV_POSITION) 

#define OSC_PB_DIV_2                (1 << _OSCCON_PBDIV_POSITION) 

#define OSC_PB_DIV_1                (0 << _OSCCON_PBDIV_POSITION) 

#define mSYSTEMUnlock(intStat, dmaSusp) 

do{intStat=INTDisableInterrupts(); dmaSusp=DmaSuspend(); \ 

                    SYSKEY = 0, SYSKEY = 0xAA996655, SYSKEY = 

0x556699AA;}while(0) 

#define mSYSTEMLock(intStat, dmaSusp)   do{SYSKEY = 0x33333333; 

DmaResume(dmaSusp); INTRestoreInterrupts(intStat);}while(0) 

 

void enableInterrupts(); 

void disableInterrupts(); 

extern unsigned int SYSTEMConfigWaitStatesAndPB(unsigned int 

sys_clock); 

extern unsigned int SYSTEMConfigPerformance(unsigned int sys_clock); 

extern unsigned int SYSTEMConfigPB(unsigned int sys_clock); 

int DmaSuspend(void); 

void DmaResume(int susp); 

extern void OSCSetPBDIV(unsigned int oscPbDiv); 

void __attribute__((nomips16))  INTRestoreInterrupts(unsigned int 

status); 

unsigned int __attribute__((nomips16))  INTEnableInterrupts(void); 

unsigned int __attribute__((nomips16)) INTDisableInterrupts(void); 

void __attribute__ ((nomips16)) CheKseg0CacheOn(); 
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#endif /* INTERRUPT_H */ 
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C.7 INTERUPT.C 

 

/*  

 * File:   interrupt.c 

 * Author: gvanhoy 

 * 

 * Created on August 27, 2015, 3:32 PM 

 */ 

 

#include <xc.h> 

#include "interrupt.h" 

 

void enableInterrupts(){ 

    unsigned int val; 

 

    // set the CP0 cause IV bit high 

    asm volatile("mfc0   %0,$13" : "=r"(val)); 

    val |= 0x00800000; 

    asm volatile("mtc0   %0,$13" : "+r"(val)); 

 

    INTCONSET = _INTCON_MVEC_MASK; 

 

    unsigned int status = 0; 

    asm volatile("ei    %0" : "=r"(status)); 

} 

 

void disableInterrupts(){ 

    unsigned int status = 0; 

    asm volatile("di    %0" : "=r"(status)); 

} 

 

extern unsigned int SYSTEMConfigPerformance(unsigned int sys_clock) 

{ 

    // set up the wait states 

    unsigned int pb_clk; 

#ifdef _PCACHE 

    unsigned int cache_status; 

#endif 

    unsigned int int_status; 

 

    pb_clk = SYSTEMConfigWaitStatesAndPB(sys_clock); 

 

    int_status=INTDisableInterrupts(); 

 

    mBMXDisableDRMWaitState(); 

 

#ifdef _PCACHE 

    cache_status = mCheGetCon(); 

    cache_status |= CHE_CONF_PF_ALL; 

    mCheConfigure(cache_status); 

    CheKseg0CacheOn(); 
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#endif 

 

    INTRestoreInterrupts(int_status); 

 

    return pb_clk; 

 

} 

 

extern unsigned int SYSTEMConfigWaitStatesAndPB(unsigned int 

sys_clock) 

{ 

#ifdef _PCACHE 

    unsigned int wait_states; 

#endif 

    unsigned int pb_clock; 

    unsigned int int_status; 

 

    pb_clock = SYSTEMConfigPB(sys_clock); 

 

 

    // set the flash wait states based on 1 wait state 

    // for every 20 MHz 

#ifdef _PCACHE 

    wait_states = 0; 

 

    while(sys_clock > FLASH_SPEED_HZ) 

    { 

        wait_states++; 

        sys_clock -= FLASH_SPEED_HZ; 

    } 

 

    int_status=INTDisableInterrupts(); 

    mCheConfigure(wait_states); 

    INTRestoreInterrupts(int_status); 

 

#endif 

 

    return pb_clock; 

} 

 

unsigned int __attribute__((nomips16))  INTEnableInterrupts(void) 

{ 

    unsigned int status = 0; 

 

    asm volatile("ei    %0" : "=r"(status)); 

 

    return status; 

} 

 

unsigned int __attribute__((nomips16)) INTDisableInterrupts(void) 

{ 

    unsigned int status = 0; 
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    asm volatile("di    %0" : "=r"(status)); 

 

    return status; 

} 

 

extern  unsigned int SYSTEMConfigPB(unsigned int sys_clock) 

{ 

    unsigned int pb_div; 

    unsigned int pb_clock; 

 

    pb_clock = sys_clock; 

 

    if(sys_clock > PB_BUS_MAX_FREQ_HZ) 

    { 

        pb_div=OSC_PB_DIV_2; 

        pb_clock >>= 1; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        pb_div=OSC_PB_DIV_1; 

    } 

 

    OSCSetPBDIV(pb_div); 

 

    return pb_clock; 

} 

 

void __attribute__((nomips16))  INTRestoreInterrupts(unsigned int 

status) 

{ 

    if(status & 0x00000001){ 

        asm volatile("ei"); 

    } 

    else { 

        asm volatile("di"); 

        } 

} 

 

extern void  OSCSetPBDIV(unsigned int oscPbDiv) 

{ 

    unsigned int dma_status; 

    unsigned int int_status; 

    __OSCCONbits_t oscBits; 

 

    mSYSTEMUnlock(int_status, dma_status); 

 

    oscBits.w=OSCCON;       // read to be in sync. flush any pending 

write 

    oscBits.PBDIV=0; 

    oscBits.w|=oscPbDiv; 

    OSCCON=oscBits.w;       // write back 
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    oscBits.w=OSCCON;       // make sure the write occurred before 

returning from this function 

 

    mSYSTEMLock(int_status, dma_status); 

} 

 

extern int DmaSuspend(void) 

    { 

        int suspSt; 

        if(!(suspSt=DMACONbits.SUSPEND)) 

        { 

            DMACONSET=_DMACON_SUSPEND_MASK;     // suspend 

            while(!(DMACONbits.SUSPEND));   // wait to be actually 

suspended 

        } 

        return suspSt; 

    } 

 

extern void DmaResume(int susp) 

{ 

 if(susp) 

 { 

  DmaSuspend(); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  DMACONCLR=_DMACON_SUSPEND_MASK;     // resume DMA activity 

 } 

} 

 

void __attribute__ ((nomips16)) CheKseg0CacheOn() 

{ 

 register unsigned long tmp; 

 asm("mfc0 %0,$16,0" :  "=r"(tmp)); 

 tmp = (tmp & ~7) | 3; 

 asm("mtc0 %0,$16,0" :: "r" (tmp)); 

} 
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C.8 CONTROLLER.C  
#include <xc.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include "timer.h" 

#include "controller.h" 

#include "pwm.h" 

 

#define  OUTPUT 0 

#define  STOP 0 

#define  SEND 1 

#define  TS 80 //sampling time in ms 

#define  FORWARD 0 

#define  BACKWARD 1 

 

#define N    20    //number of neurons 

#define SIG  10      //radial basis variance 

#define ETA1 0.9    //learning rate theta 

#define ETA2 0.9    //learning rate force 

#define TR   5     //training cycles 

 

 

 

#define SETUPDIR1 TRISFbits.TRISF0  //digital I/O  

#define SETUPDIR2 TRISDbits.TRISD13 //digitial I/O 

#define SETUPDIR3 TRISDbits.TRISD7  //digitial I/O 

#define SETUPDATA1 TRISEbits.TRISE0  //digital I/O  

#define SETUPDATA2 TRISDbits.TRISD4 //digital I/O 

#define SETUPDATA3 TRISCbits.TRISC1 //digital I/O 

#define SETUPDATA4 TRISCbits.TRISC4 

 

#define MOTORDIR1 LATFbits.LATF0   //pin 7 on J11  

#define MOTORDIR2 LATDbits.LATD13  //pin 9 on J11 

#define MOTORDIR3 LATDbits.LATD7   //pin 11 on J11 

#define DATA1 LATEbits.LATE0  //RE0 - pin 12 on J10  

#define DATA2 LATDbits.LATD4  //RD4 - pin 14 on J10 

#define DATA3 LATCbits.LATC1  //RC1 - pin 18 on J10 

#define DATA4 LATCbits.LATC3 

 

int dir;         // define motor direction variable 

int k;           // for delay for loop 

int kk;          // counter each data point 

int jj;          // training counter for each cycle  

unsigned int b1; // length of pulse for data 1 

unsigned int b2; // length of pulse for data 2 

unsigned int b3; // length of pulse for data 3 

double data1[50]; //store data while mechanism gets training data 

double data2[50];  

double data3[50]; 

 

 

//NN Parameters 
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double sig;  

double eta1;  

double eta2;  

double U[N];  

double ksipf[N]; 

double S;  

double x[N]; 

double thd; 

double 

thpf[N]={13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32};  

double fpf1[N] = {20,40,60,80,100,120,140,160,180,200, 

220,240,260,280,300,320,340,360,380,400}; 

double fpf2[N] = {400,380,360,340,320,300,280,260,240,220, 

200,180,160,140,120,100,80,60,40,20}; 

double dthpf[N];  

double dfpf1[N];  

double dfpf2[N];  

 

//set motor direction  

double direction(double th, double sgn, double ra){ 

SETUPDIR1 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDIR2 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDIR3 = OUTPUT;  

//motor 1 & 2:    

    if (th > ra){ 

        sgn = -1;} 

    else if(th < -ra){sgn = 1;} 

 

delayMs(); //wait to change the direction     

    if (sgn < 0){dir = BACKWARD;} 

    else {dir = FORWARD;} 

MOTORDIR1 = dir;  

MOTORDIR2 =! dir;  

MOTORDIR3 = dir;  

return sgn; 

} 

 

double directionNN(double thd, double sgn){ 

SETUPDIR1 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDIR2 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDIR3 = OUTPUT; 

    if (thd < 0){dir = BACKWARD; sgn = -1;} 

    else if(thd > 0){dir = FORWARD; sgn = 1;} 

MOTORDIR1 =  dir;  

MOTORDIR2 =! dir;  

MOTORDIR3 = dir;  

return sgn;  

} 

 

 

void sendData(unsigned int F1 , unsigned int F2, unsigned int F3, 

unsigned int tha){ 
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SETUPDATA1 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDATA2 = OUTPUT;  

SETUPDATA3 = OUTPUT;   

SETUPDATA4 = OUTPUT;  

 

b1 = F1/7;  

b2 = F2/7; 

b3 = F3/7; 

 

DATA1 = SEND;  

DATA2 = SEND; 

DATA3 = SEND;  

DATA4 = SEND;  

 

for(k=0; k<TS; k++){ 

        delayMs(); 

        if (k > b1){DATA1 = STOP;} 

        if (k > b2){DATA2 = STOP;} 

        if (k > b3){DATA3 = STOP;} 

        if (k > tha){DATA3 = STOP;} 

} 

} 

 

double neuralNetwork(double tha){ 

    sig = SIG/2; 

    for(k=0; k<N; k++){ 

        x[k] = -pow(((tha-thpf[k])/sig),2); 

        S = S+exp(x[k]); 

    } 

    thd = 0;  

    for(k=0; k<N; k++){ 

        U[k] = exp(x[k])/S; 

        thd = thd+(thpf[k]-tha)*ksipf[k]*U[k]; 

    } 

S = 0; //reset sum to zero 

return thd;  

} 

 

void learn(double tha, double F2, double F3, int d, int ra){ 

 

if(d <= ra){ 

data1[d] = tha;  

data2[d] = F2;  

data3[d] = F3;  

} 

else{  

//set motors to zero while  

    PR2 = 60000;  

    OC1RS = 0;  

    PR3 = 60000;  

    OC3RS = 0;  

for(jj = 0; jj < TR; jj++){ 
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    sig = SIG/(jj+1);  

    eta1 = ETA1/(jj+1);  

    eta2 = ETA2/(jj+1);  

    for(kk = 0; kk<ra;  kk++){ 

        for(k=0; k<N; k++){ 

            x[k] = -pow(((data1[kk]-thpf[k])/sig),2); 

            S = S+exp(x[k]); 

        } 

        for(k=0; k<N; k++){ 

            U[k] = exp(x[k])/S; 

            dthpf[k] = eta1*(data1[kk]-thpf[k])*U[k];  

            dfpf1[k] = eta2*(data2[kk] - fpf1[k])*U[k]; 

            dfpf2[k] = eta2*(data3[kk] - fpf2[k])*U[k];    

        } 

        //update weights + get objective function     

        for(k=0; k<N; k++){ 

            //ksipf[k] = 1/(pow((fpf1[k]*0.01-fpf2[k]*0.01),2)+0.99); 

            //ksipf[k] = -pow((fpf1[k]-fpf2[k]),2); 

            ksipf[k] = pow((fpf1[k]*0.1-fpf2[k]*0.1),4); 

            thpf[k] = thpf[k]+dthpf[k];  

            fpf1[k] = fpf1[k]+dfpf1[k];  

            fpf2[k] = fpf2[k]+dfpf2[k]; 

        } 

        S=0; //reset sum to zero 

    } 

} 

} 

} 
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